[Motor levodopa-induced complications in Parkinson's disease].
Chronic treatment with levodopa in Parkinson's disease (PD) is associated with the risk of development of motor fluctuations and dyskinesias, i.e. motor levodopa-induced complications (MLIC). The aim of the study was to investigate factors influencing prevalence of MLIC in PD patients. 76 patients with idiopathic PD were included in the study. Theirs mean disease duration was 10,33 years and mean levodopa therapy duration was 8,65 years. The most common drug regimen was levodopa with ropinirole. The patients were evaluated using Hoehn and Yahr scale, UPDRS II, III, and were qualified for 4 clinical subtypes according to van Rooden at al. classification. The prevalence of MLIC was 54% with their mean duration of 3,34 years. MLIC were influenced by higher levodopa equivalent dose, younger age at onset, younger age, longer disease duration, and longer levodopa therapy regardless of PD clinical subtype. Although women had more advanced disease according to Hoehn and Yahr score, sex did not influence MLIC. The incidence of MLIC in both sexes was probably leveled by inclusion of sex as a risk factor of MLIC in treatment strategy. Therefore modifiable MLIC risk factors should be investigated in different PD populations.